Name:
Affiliations

Solo   d6

Buddy   d10

Self-Taught Medical Genius

4

Cutting Edge Genetics

+1 PP

Out of Second Chances

PP

Team   d8

or

8

FERAL
MUTANT
Experiments
Power Sets Genetic

Transmutation

d8

Enhanced Durability

d8

Enhanced Stamina

d8

Serum Gun Weapon

d8

Swingline

d6

Mind Control

d6

SFX: Healing. Add Transmutation to your dice pool when helping others recover physical stress. Spend 1 PP to step
SFX/Limits: back
your own or another’s physical stress or trauma.
SFX: Volatile Mixture. Step up or double any Genetic Experiments trait, then shutdown that trait. Take an action against
the Doom Pool to recover.
SFX: Enhancing Chemicals. Add d6 and step up your effect die by +1 when using Genetic Experiments to create
bioengineering-based assets.
Limit: Gear. Shutdown a Genetics Experiments trait to gain 1 PP. Take an action against the Doom Pool to recover.

STRESS / TRAUMA

Distinctions

Deadly Nightshade

P
4
6
8
10

SFX/Limits:

12
M
4
6

Specialties Medical Master

d10

Science Master

d10

8

Covert Expert

d8

Crime Expert

d8

10

Tech Expert

d8

[You may convert Expert d8 to 2d6, or Master d10 to 2d8 or 3d6]

Milestones The Straight And Narrow

12
E
4

1 XP when... you first express reservations about committing a criminal act.

6

3 XP when... you commit a criminal act, despite reservations.

8

10 XP when... you finally are able to abandon a life of crime, or embrace it fully.

10
12

1 XP when...

XP

3 XP when...
10 XP when...

MARVEL HEROIC ROLEPLAYING

ID: Deadly Nightshade
History

Abilities & Resources

Tilda Johnson was born into
poverty in New York City. She
discovered that she had a
natural aptitude for science. She
used her extensive knowledge
to begin a career as a criminal
scientist. The Yellow Claw
helped her develop a method for
turning normal humans into
obedient werewolf-like
creatures, and attempted to
transform convicts into a
werewolf army, but the pair were
defeated by Captain America.
MODOK summoned her after
she was fired from a hospital job
where she proved a doctor had
made an incorrect diagnosis.

Tilda Johnson is an
extraordinary genius, and
extensively self-taught in
genetics, biochemistry,
cybernetics, robotics and
physics. She has an array of
advanced scientific weaponry.
She has used a variety of
chemical serums to transform
other living beings, most notably
changing Captain America and
the Falcon into werewolves.
Additionally, she can use these
chemicals to produce effects
similar to anything in the animal
kingdom.

Personality

HERO DATAFILE

